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Abstract: A robust facial recognition system that has soundness and completeness is essential for authorized control access to lawful resources. Due to the availability of modern image manipulation technology, the current facial recognition systems are vulnerable to different biometric attacks. Image morphing attack is one of these attacks. This paper compares and analyzes state-of-the-art morphing attack detection (MAD) methods. The performance of different MAD methods is also compared on a wide range of source image databases. Moreover, it also describes the morph image generation techniques along with the limitations, strengths, and drawbacks of each morphing technique. Results are investigated and compared with in-depth analysis providing insight into the vulnerabilities of existing systems. This paper provides vital information that is essential for building a next generation morph attack detection system.
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1. Introduction

Life in the current era of the digital world is facilitated by many comforts. Laborious manual tasks are becoming automated with the advancement of technology. Traveling becomes a pleasure with technically advanced policies and procedures. More and more people are traveling every year by different means. People travel for studies, jobs, business, and tourism. Nowadays, most traveling procedures are automated. Nevertheless, digital systems for border control are also very common [1]. These systems are deployed in about 180 airports around the globe [2]. These systems authenticate facial identities through digital systems. The system matches the traveler’s live photo identity with machine-readable travel documents (MRTD), such as a passport [1,3]. Live captured face identity must match with the approved travel document identity; otherwise, permission to enter that territory is denied. Digital systems visibly improve this process to facilitate frequent traveling requirements, and such systems are developed to speed up and facilitate a massive touring populace.

Technology has massively simplified many procedures. But it also comes with some ill usage. Many evil minds are using this technology for fraudulent activities. No technology solution is without a loophole that can be exploited. A few people are exploiting digital systems to get unauthorized entry into restricted territories. Face morphing attacks are used to fool such face recognition systems.

Image morphing techniques have been used from the 1980s to today [4]. But advancement in technology not only supports legal procedures but can also benefit unlawful activities. Technology is accessible to everyone, and photo morphing tools can be used to alter human face images.

Face morphing technology works by integrating multiple faces into a single face. Such morphing results in resembling all of the input faces. Technically, it has features of all
Face morphing technology works by integrating multiple faces into a single face. Consequently, the morphed image can trick the automated border control system to get illegal authorization. Therefore, the face identification procedure endorses the machine-readable travel document as the captured still of the passenger matches the accomplice’s passport. This technique tricks the automated system and does the human inspection. Figure 1 shows the face morphing results of two subjects. The resultant image resembles both the contributing subjects.

Moreover, the proportion of the contribution of an image can vary in the morphing process. This results in increasing the detection challenge. Therefore, image morphing can be used by any criminal on the exit control list. That person can use an abettor’s morphed image identity and positively obtain travel authorization in an unlicensed state or territory.

Various research studies are presented in the literature to reduce this possibility of fraudulent identity. These methods can be grouped based on the methodology acquired. A single-morph attack detection method inspects only the morph image for traces of morph, and the differential morph detection method compares both the query-saved image and the live photo of the traveler [5].

This study focuses on reviewing the latest available morph attack detection techniques. Detailed comparison between different techniques will be done. Source databases will be analyzed and compared with respect to quality, variation, and morphing tools used. This research provides a comprehensive review of existing morph creation and detection techniques. It also analyzes the limitations of the existing work. This work can be used by other researchers to see in-depth progress of the field so far. Presented research analyzes the current and previous work on morph generation, creation, and detection. It also gives direction for future research prospects.

Figure 1. Morph-1 (c) is a morphed image created from Subject-1 (a) and Subject-2 (b). Morph-2 (f) is a morphed image created from Subject-3 (d) and Subject-4 (e). (Morphed images are created manually using the tool FotoMorph (2014) and Celebrity Database [6] Adapted from Chen et al. (2015).

The manuscript’s significant contributions are:
I. This research explains and analyzes different morph generation techniques, tools, and their limitations.
II. It presents data repositories used for morph attack detection and their challenges and limitations.
III. It shows the evaluation metrics used as standard practice in the field.
IV. It also gives in-depth knowledge and analysis of morph detection techniques and their results on different datasets.
V. It also gives the open challenges and future research prospects of the field.

The structure of the article is as follows. Section 2 describes the source databases in detail. It also presents the evaluation metrics of the domain. State-of-the-art image morphing and morph attack detection (MAD) methodologies are also described and discussed in Section 2. Section 3 details a comparative analysis of different morph attack detection techniques that have been accomplished. The mentioned section also adds analysis, limitations, and constraints of these studies. Section 4 delivers future directions and also concludes the review of morphing attacks.

2. Materials and Methods

Face morphing attacks can result in acute consequences like terrorist activities. It has been reported that such attacks successfully tricked the border control system to get illegal authorizations. Therefore, this problem has gained considerable attention from the research community in the past few years. Various methods have been introduced in the recent past to detect face-morphing attacks. Data play a crucial role in research these days. Many face recognition databases are collected and publicly available for research purposes. However, publicly available morphing attack datasets are very limited.

2.1. Image Morphing

Earlier in the 1980s and 1990s, image morphing was employed to establish graphical effects in animated movies and entertainment videos [4]. Two or more faces are required to create the image morphs. First, spatial correlation between the two subjects is established. Then warping and intensity interpolation is used to create the morphs. Thus the resultant image is a combination of two underlying subjects and therefore resembles both. Transition control parameters are used to produce different quality outputs. These controls include warping and interpolation parameters. Many methodologies are used in the literature for image morphing. The list includes mesh warping [7], field morphing [8], and radial basis morphing. Control points are determined through the mesh grid of face landmarks. The input subject is transformed into the resultant face by freezing a few points of the face while warping the rest of the face image. Field morphing uses a corresponding set of lines to correlate the subjects. Distinct elements in the illustrations were plotted and established by calculating the distance from the specified line.

The radial basis function (RBF) morphing technique also employs the mesh of points or curves. These points or curves are established by correlating face images. After that, mapping is performed through these points and patches. FantaMorph is a professional tool used to create such morphs. Figure 2 illustrates the intermediary and final results of morphing using the specified tool.

![Figure 2. Morphed image created by merging two subjects in the tool FantaMorph (Version-5).](image-url)
In the recent past, a lot of work has been done on generative adversarial networks (GANs). These methods are also employed for face morphing generation [9,10]. These morphs are highly dependent upon the properties of GAN used for generation. Moreover, it can pose a serious threat to morph detection if the GAN is new or unknown. Depending upon these factors, these deep learning-based morphs can be very challenging for face recognition systems.

2.2. Source Databases

Many datasets are presented in the literature for biometrics and face recognition [11–19]. For the training and testing of morph attack detection models, the databases shown in Table 1 are used. These databases are used to create morphed images utilized in morph attack detection research studies. It can be seen that different databases have a diverse range of image variations. High image variation is better for creating a generalized morph attack detection model. The number of subjects also facilitates training a generalized and robust model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>No. of Images</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Images Per Subject</th>
<th>Feature Distinction</th>
<th>Research Work Reference</th>
<th>Morphing Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM-DB (Custom Made)</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Expression, occlusion, make-up, gender</td>
<td>[1] Customized morphing process. (Script-Code based)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEI (Faculty of Industrial Engineering) [22]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Different poses, facial expression variety, illumination change, eyewear, and varying races</td>
<td>[20] Triangle warp, Beier-Neely field morphing method [8], and Fotomorph (2014).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Made from FRGC and private dataset. (Morphed Included)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>11,293</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Illumination, expression</td>
<td>[23] OpenCV [24]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>No. of Images</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Images Per Subject</th>
<th>Feature Distinction</th>
<th>Research Work Reference</th>
<th>Morphing Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Similarly, the total number of images in a respective database also plays a vital role in model training and testing. Different morphing tools are used for the creation of morphed images. The quality of created morphed images varies with the utilized tool. Some tools automatically generate morphed images from original source images through a program script code, while others require manual interference to create morphed images. The studies that have utilized large databases with high variation and a variety of morphing tools depict a more realistic morph attack detection scenario.

### 2.3. Evaluation Metrics

Different evaluation metrics are reported in the literature for measuring the performance of morph detection systems. The evaluation metric may lead to ignoring a few important aspects and emphasizing the rest. DEER (detection equal error rate), APCER (attack presentation classification error rate), BPCER (bonafide presentation classification error rate), and ACER (average classification error rate) are the most commonly used metrics for this problem domain.

**APCER** can be defined as the percentage of morphing attacks predicted as bonafide. Mathematically,

$$APCER = 1 - \left( \frac{1}{|MA|} \right) \sum_{w=1}^{|MA|} R_w$$

where $|MA|$ is the total number of morph attacks and $R_w$ has a value equal to one if an attack is classified correctly as an attack, zero otherwise.

**BPCER** can be expressed as the percentage of legitimate occurrences erroneously predicted as morph attacks.

$$BPCER = \frac{\sum_{w=1}^{|BF|} R_w}{|BF|}$$

Here $|BF|$ is the total occurrences of bonafide samples. $R_w$ is one for bonafide image marked as bonafide, and zero otherwise.

**ACER** is the mean of both the quantities mentioned above.

$$ACER = \frac{APCER + BPCER}{2}$$

DEER is the detection trade-off curve point where **APCER** and **BPCER** are equal.

### 2.4. Methods of Morph Attack Detection

Morphed images can be detected using various methods based on the available data and computation capability. Morph attack detection (MAD) methodologies can be divided into two major categories.

- **Single Image MAD Method**

Single image MAD methods only rely on the morphed image for analysis and classify the input image as bonafide or morphed. It exploits the fact that morphing an image leaves some traces and artifacts. These traces are used for the detection of morphing. Texture analysis, like binary statistical image features (BSIF) [19], can be very helpful in finding these artifacts. Moreover, deep learning is also a very useful tool for detecting such morphs.
But such methods require a reliable supply of data to train from. The quality of data determines the quality of MAD methods.

- **Differential MAD Method**

The differential MAD method requires two images to process. One is the query image, and the other is the traveler’s live image. Both images take part in the analysis and detection of morphing. Feature vectors of both specified images are obtained for assessment [1,12–17]. Demorphing is the process of identifying the accomplice. Demorphing can also be possible with the two above-mentioned images. Accomplice image can be retrieved by subtracting the query image and the live photo.

The differential morph attack detection method is extensively utilized in different studies for morph attack detection. The following techniques are prevalent in literature.

### 2.4.1. Image Demorphing

In image demorphing methodology, both captured images and potential morphed images are used to uncover the true identity of the owner of the document. The demorphing model performs mathematical transformations on the potentially morphed and still live images to perform its task.

The process of demorphing states that the captured image of the traveler can be linked to the potentially morphed image on the travel document and processing can be done to reveal the true identity of the authentic owner of the travel document. The process of demorphing involves the inversion of the morphing process. This approach proposes that the basic concept of morphed images is assumed to be a linear combination of the accomplice’s (authentic owner of travel documents) and the criminal’s images, where a criminal’s image is the captured picture at the border control and the accomplice’s image is the image of the person used to create a morph image by combining it with the criminal’s image. The demorphed image is found by removing the live captured image from the potentially morphed image presented on the travel document. Suppose a demorphed image comparison with the live captured image produces a low score. In that case, it means that the presented image in the travel document is a morphed image instead of an authentic image of the traveller. The basic approach of a demorphing-based morph attack detection model is illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Basic methodology of a demorphing morph attack detection model.](image)

FD-GAN (Face Demorphing Generative Adversarial Network for Restoring’s Facial Image) was used in a previous study [1] to restore the facial image of the accomplice from a morphed image to facilitate the process of accurate morph attack detection. The FD-GAN utilizes the morphed image and the captured picture of the criminal to restore the accomplice’s image. It implements the symmetric dual network architecture along with two levels of restoration losses to achieve this proposed task. Three types of images
are passed to the system for training, including the image of the criminal, the accomplice, and the morphed image. After training on these images, the FD-GAN can separate the accomplice’s image from the morphed image by separating the identities of different participants in the morphed image. During the testing process, the FD-GAN takes the morphed image and the image of the criminal (live photo) to restore the image of the accomplice. Two types of losses are considered and monitored in this process. These losses are referred to as pixel-level restoration loss and feature-level restoration loss. The identity encoder is a convolution-based network that extracts the identity features from the received images. Extracted identity features are provided to the identity separation network, and the identity features of the accomplice are separated in this step. The identity features are passed through three cascaded residual facial restoration blocks to achieve complete facial restoration of the accomplice’s image from the basic features. Restoration is done using up-sampling and convolution networks.

The demorphing process has also been done using a convolutional neural network-based model to detect morphing attacks. The model uses two input images: potential morph and live photos [21]. The demorphing process revealed different facial features when applied to the morphed image and the live captured still. The technique mentioned in [2,3] was used to create morphed images. Poisson image editing [29] was done to reduce the artifacts present in the morphed image and uplift the quality of the images. For verification that the traveler is the authentic owner of the passport, the image on the passport (potential morph) is compared with the live image of the traveler, and the model generates a demorphed output image. If the image on the passport is a morphed image, then the resulting demorphed output image is a new and different image from the live photo. On the contrary, if the image on the passport was not a morphed image, then the resulting demorphed output image would match the live captured picture of the traveler. Three neural networks were used in the model: two networks for two encoders and one network for the decoder. The convolutional networks performed the actual demorphing that extracted the important features from the input images and differentiated whether these extracted features were present in both images to reveal the presence of morph.

2.4.2. Feature Extraction and Comparison

In feature extraction methodology, a deep learning-based model known as the deep face model is used to extract features from the live image and potentially morphed images. A machine learning-based classifier is employed for categorizing the query images built on the extracted features.

The differential morph detection method has been used extensively in the literature by utilizing different techniques of feature extraction and comparison [1,20–25]. In [5], a robust differential morphing attack detection model was presented that efficiently classified morphed images generated from four different morphing tools. The basic methodology of a differential morph attack detection model is presented in Figure 4. During testing, the analyzed images contained unprocessed, resized, JPG2000 compressed, and print-scanned images. A pre-trained deep face recognition network was used as a feature extractor, and the proposed morph attack detection classifier was trained on the lowest layer. The deep face representation of the morphed image was expected to be different than the original image because it contained features of two images. The input images of potential morph and live pictures were pre-processed.

The pre-processed images were provided to the deep-face neural networks for feature extraction. ArcFace and Facenet neural networks were used for feature extraction. Multidimensional scaling of the difference of feature vectors was also done. The deep face representations were combined and processed by a machine learning-based classifier for training to differentiate between morphed and original images. A potential morph and a test image were provided to the model in pairs during the testing process. The neural network extracted the features from the images, and the features were combined and
Forwarded to the classifier for classifying the image as original or morph. Results indicated a higher level of accuracy for MAD in comparison with the aforementioned works.

Figure 4. Basic methodology of a differential morph attack detection model.

In the study [20], an inherent vulnerability of the neural network in its learning process was highlighted, and it was proposed that this vulnerability was the root cause of their weakness against morphing attacks. Therefore, training data was introduced with different alterations to increase the robustness of the neural networks against such attacks. Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) of the neural networks was also analyzed to observe the variations in the decision-making process of the networks [30]. In this work, the neural network was guided to take into account the whole information of the image and to focus on specific areas for observing traces of image morphing. Two important attack scenarios were included in the study: semantic attack (normal morph attack) and adversarial attack (in which the morph creator has access to the neural network and the creator can test the system’s response and manipulate its weights). A VGG19 neural network was used that contained two output neurons for classification of the original image or the morphed image. Gaussian and motion blur were used to reduce the artifacts in the morphed image to prevent the classification of these images based on these factors. Using layer-wise level propagation (LRP) [31], it was found that the neural network focused on the eye portion of images for morph detection and did not pay attention to the rest of the image. The type of information, location of information, and amount of information from images available to the neural network were controlled to force the network to consider all the information from the image to make decisions. For this purpose, partially morphed images were used in which only some portion was taken from the morphed image, and the rest of the portion of the image was from an input aligned image. Partial morphs were blended in using Poisson image editing around the eyes, nose, and mouth. The importance of the initial convolution layer was transmitted using flat-weight decomposition [32]. Overall, the robustness of the morphing attack detection model was increased in different scenarios, but a significant effect on accuracy was not observed. This study increased robustness against partial morphs from 20% to 87%.

In the domain of feature extraction, statistically independent filters were used to extract micro textures from facial morphed images. The filters were trained on natural images. The micro texture disparity was acquired using a binary statistical image feature (BSIF), and a support vector machine (SVM) based classifier classified the morphed images. Experimentation was performed on 450 morphed images, and these morphed images were created using 110 different subjects [33] (International Organization for Standardization, 2009). Feature extraction was done using a BSIF filter. The extracted features were forwarded to the SVM classifier. For this study, the trained BSIF filters were acquired from [19], and these filters were trained on 50,000 image patches [34]. Unsupervised learning was used for training the BSIF filters by utilizing the independent component analysis method [35].
The SVM classifier was trained on a set of normal face and morphed face images. VeriLook face recognition SDK (2015) was used for evaluating its performance against morphed images. According to the FRONTEX guideline rules, the false acceptance rate (FAR) was set to 0.1% (ABC, 2015). The best accuracy results (ACER—average classification error rate) were achieved in this study at 1.73%. Therefore, it is a highly suitable proposed scheme for deployment in facial recognition systems for the detection of morphed images.

In a study [27], a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) was utilized for detecting morphed images even if the images were submitted digitally or in the form of a physical document. Alexnet and VGG19 were used in this study. These networks were already trained on the ImageNet database. Both networks were fine-tuned on the created database [36]. This database was created from the database in [23]. Face detection was done from the input image using the Viola–Jones technique [37]. Normalized images were fed to the neural networks of VGG19 and Alexnet in parallel. Extraction of features from the input images was done by the neural networks. Features were extracted from the FC-6 layer of the network, and then these features were converted into a vector and forwarded to the classification section. Fusion (combination) of extracted features from VGG19 and Alexnet was performed, and classification of features was done using P-CRC (probabilistic collaborative representation classifier). This classifier utilized regularized least square regression (LSR) on the learned feature vector in comparison to the test feature vector [38]. The acquired distance was utilized as a morphing score to assess the performance of the morph detector. The results of the model were significantly better than previously done work on the BSIF model. DEER (detection equal error rate) of the model was 15.5% as compared to 26.70% in the case of a print-scan test set, while there was still some difference in the case of a digital test set.

A different method was also implemented [24] that extracted features from the morph and original images in the form of residual noise. A deep multi-scale context aggregation network was implemented. This network converted the input images into denoised images, and these denoised images revealed whether the input image was a morph or a genuine facial image. The model performed denoising operations (wavelet denoise [39], block matching and 3D filtering [40], multiresolution bilateral filtering [41], and denoising convolutional neural network [42–44]) on the input images. All the denoised images were combined using aggregation, and a single denoised image was acquired by wavelet-based fusion technique (each image was decomposed into sub-bands, and the highest energy valued sub-bands from the images were combined to acquire a single denoised image). The multiscale context aggregation network (MS-CAN) of 15 layers was used based on $3 \times 3$ convolution layers that were trained on the input–output pairs that contained the image both before and after the denoising operation. MSE (mean squared error) was used within the regression to estimate the performance of the learning of the aggregation process. Residual noise was calculated as the difference between the input and denoised images (the process is repeated for bonafide and morphed images). Pre-trained Alexnet was used for feature extraction from residual noise. Residual noise was passed to the classifier (probabilistic collaborative representation classifier) for the classification process. DEER of the proposed method was significantly better, as it was lower as compared to other previously applied models for this specific issue of morph attack detection.

Many other methods are also introduced in the literature that can directly or indirectly contribute to image morphing detection [45–55].

3. Results

In the recent past, the research community has proposed noteworthy methodologies for MAD. Different techniques have been used by adopting various modifications to achieve maximum accuracy using different datasets. Different tools for morph image creation have been used. Different pre-processing methods have been utilized to remove artifacts from the created morphed images.

The previous work has been summarized in Table 2 for comparison and analysis.
Few of the reported studies have shown very impressive results. But most of the reported results are derived from less challenging data. Experimental data lacks variation in lighting conditions and facial poses. Moreover, very limited data with eyewear and headgear have been added for experimentation. Facial hair can also pose morph detection issues. These issues are totally or partially missing from the reported research to date [1,2,20,21,41]. Moreover, the morphed images can be created with dynamic weight scores of different subjects [5]. Morphed images used in these studies only contain the merger of not more than two persons. Most of the research in the literature fails to deal with images having headgear or eyewear. Furthermore, very high-quality images are used for experimentation. Low quality will pose a detection problem because of noise residuals and artifacts.

Another very important problem is the usage of two-morph images only. It is very possible that the attacker might use n-morph images, with varying weight contributions. N-morph images will be more challenging to detect if n > 2. It is also assumed that simple scripts and applications like FaceMorpher, OpenCV, and FaceFusion are used for morph creations. Resultant images are easy to detect, resulting in high accuracy.

### Table 2. Comparison of research work on morph attack detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year of Publication</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Correlated points are used for the extraction of coconspirator’s face from morphed image.</td>
<td>PMDB and MorphDB (Self-built)</td>
<td>False positive rate of biometric system reduces from 66.4% to 6.1%.</td>
<td>Prior knowledge of morphing technique and parameters is required to certify proper extraction of accomplice’s image. It is also required to manually remove certain traces and artifacts. Moreover only two subjects are used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Abstraction of accomplice’s image is performed using double network architecture. Moreover, two restoration losses are also used.</td>
<td>FM-database (Self-built)</td>
<td>Accuracy raised 49.82% to 87.5% in simple cases. For complex cases like variety of facial expression or occluded faces, accuracy enhanced from 0.4691 to 0.649.</td>
<td>Only Morph-2 images are employed for experiments. Limited morphing tools are used for creation of morph images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network (CNN) is employed for detection of morph attack</td>
<td>FRAV-ABC</td>
<td>Very high accuracy of 98.7% is attained for morph attack detection. DEER of 0.78% to 20.7% is also reported.</td>
<td>Variation in illumination, facial expressions, and bearings is not created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Deep learning solution is proposed for morph detection.</td>
<td>MAD database (Self-built)</td>
<td>DEER of 1% to 7% is reported</td>
<td>Variety of morphed images is created using four different tools, but those tools are not the state-of-the art tools. Does not deal well with headgear, eyewear, and illumination variation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Four training methods and layer-wise propagation are used for analyzing the morphed images.</td>
<td>Self-built</td>
<td>2.8-3.3% DEER is reported for the method</td>
<td>Data do not includes the images with varying lighting conditions. Moreover headgear, eyewear, and facial hair variations are also not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Binary statistical image features (BSIF) are used for feature representation. Classification is carried out through Support Vector Machine (SVM).</td>
<td>Self-built</td>
<td>Reportedly, average classification error rate (ACER) reduced from 37.55% to 1.73%</td>
<td>Morphing tools used for creation of morphed images are very limited. Only morph-2 images were used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>State-of-the-art deep learning models like VGG19 and Alexnet are used for transfer learning. For classification, P-CRC is used.</td>
<td>Self-built</td>
<td>DEER decreases from 26.7% to 15.05%.</td>
<td>Data do not includes images with varying lighting conditions. Moreover headgear, eyewear, and facial hair variations are also not considered. Morphing tools used for creation of morphed images are very limited. Only morph-2 images are employed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Residual noise is detected using deep architecture. P-CRC classifier is used for the classification of morphed images.</td>
<td>Derivative of PutDB and FRGC</td>
<td>DEER of 2.6-8% is achieved. Comparison with previous studies is also reported, showing their DEER value between 3.83-42.2%. Computational cost also enhanced four times.</td>
<td>Image data having front-facing pose, static facial expression, and constant radiance used only. Only morph-2 images are employed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is observed that most of the research work in the literature is tested on self-built data. It led to vague comparisons between different techniques. The morphs generated with such tools leave behind artifacts and residues that can be traced with a visual inspection, so they are very easy to detect by computer systems. Consequently, these systems are hardly ever used by convicts, therefore not portraying real-world circumstances. Techniques assessed on the datasets may produce elevated detection accuracy. However, due to the aforementioned limitations, the real scenarios will not get such outputs. Face morphs created with sophisticated tools with individual attention may lead to misclassification.

It is also assumed that most of the detection methodologies work fine with the known data. If the statistical distribution of training data varies, the detection methods fail to show good results. Deep learning models learn the training data patterns and, if the morph creation methodology changes, it will lead to low classification results.

4. Conclusions and Future Research Direction

Several approaches have been proposed previously to tackle the threat of morphing attack detection, and remarkably successful results have been achieved by employing different techniques of image processing and deep learning. Different databases have been explored, and different metrics are used for evaluation of test results. The best morph detection results were acquired in the study using deep face representations with a DEER of 1% to 7% [5]. Similarly, other works also achieved very good results with DEER of 0.78% to 20% [21] and DEER of 2.8% to 3.1% [20]. This review presented the state-of-the-art techniques of the field. A lot of work has been done in the field, but a few challenges need to be addressed in future research. An extensive data repository is very much required that can have a variety of images similar to real life scenarios. Challenging scenarios like facial hair, spectacles, make-up, variation in hair style, facial expression, and posture variation, must be included. Furthermore, age variation in the data is very limited. According to ICAO protocols about travel documents, MRTD is valid for up to ten years. But the dataset has a variance of two years only. So, the experiments must be carried out on a dataset having an age variance of at least ten years. Images with variable attributes associated with subjects’ age variant, expression and pose variant, lighting conditions, gender, race, hairstyle, facial hair, head gear, and eyewear should be utilized. Generalized images should be considered to increase the effectiveness of border control checkpoints. Moreover, low quality morphing tools are used in most of the studies for morph data generation. More sophisticated tools should be used for realistic examples.

This research can also help with hotel check-ins, crime investigations, security agencies, and banks. Furthermore, different countries have different rules for picture size and other image specifications. Image quality may also vary due to the diversity of technology used for image acquisition. Therefore, the morph attack detection method should be capable of dealing with such challenges so that it may be deployed to any location having different acquisition methods, lighting, subjects, and technologies. High-quality professional morphing tools should be used to generate high-quality morphed images in order to simulate a real-world scenario during testing of the model. Therefore, if this proposed model is successfully developed and implemented, then a robust, adaptable, generalized, and accurate model will be available for deployment in any travel or security agency to simplify the process of morph attack detection, and it will certify that duplicitous actions will not go unimpeded.

It is also observed that 3-morphs are not employed for the morph detection process. The complexity of morph detection will increase if three or more subjects are used for morph creation. This can also lead to a future research track for this problem.
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